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Chapter Nine; Deontological Ethics: deontological = from nature (as in the nature of particular acts), 

Ross’s Ethics, conditional moral duty (prima facie), actual moral duty, absolutist, intuitionist, lack of 

explanatory power and practicability in Ross’s theory, Kantian moral theory, the Good Will, hypothetical 

imperatives, Categorical Imperative, principle of ends (formula of humanity), means/end distinction, 

principle of universal law, maxim, principle of autonomy (kingdom of ends formula), Consequentialist’s 

objection, Absolutism objection, Many-formulations objection (“maxim-shopping”), Rational Agent 

objection, indirect duties, direct duties 

 

Chapter Ten; Natural Ethics :  natural functions, natural value, life, health, procreation, socialization, 

trust, respect for others, reason, harmonizing with rational order in universe to achieve human fulfillment 

and flourishing, principle of forfeiture, doctrine of double effect (DDE), four conditions of the DDE, 

Foundations problem (less of a problem for theistic version), problem of vagueness (what does “natural” 

mean? Is it contrasted with artificial?), problems with the DDE, rights, natural rights, state of nature, 

Locke’s four natural rights: (life, health, liberty, property), rights-based theory, principle-based theory 

(where rights are derived), alienable and inalienable rights, positive and negative rights, human rights, 

civil rights, manifesto rights, rights and incompleteness, the Rights-Holder problem 

  

Chapter Eleven; Virtue Ethics :  critiques of principle-based theories: (incompleteness, overemphasis 

on impartiality, distortion of human nature, failure to motivate, virtue, vice, tree distinctive doctrines: 

(primacy of character, character motivation, many right choices), Aristotle’s version, eudaimonia, 

function of humans to live in accordance with reason, intellectual virtues (taught), moral 

virtues (practiced), three conditions for achieving excellence, doctrine of the mean, attaining virtue 

criticism, lack of explanatory power, incompleteness problem  

 

Chapter Thirteen; Ethics and Religion :  story of Euthyhro, autonomy thesis, dependency thesis, 

Divine Command theory, the Euthyphro dilemma (there are problems with both the dependency thesis 

and the autonomy thesis), four parts to the alternative dependency account, the problem of beliefs, the 

problem of practicability, natural theology, revealed theology, problem of moral confirmation, problem of 

incompleteness without some appeal to a specific religious tradition 

 

Wasserstrom:  the argument from intellectual inconsistency and Wasserstrom’s response to it, the 

fundamental wrong of programs which discriminated against women and minorities and how preferential 

treatment programs cannot be wrong in the same way, the argument from an individual’s qualifications, 

objection that many positions of substantial power and authority have practically no qualification 

requirement, objection that one who supports qualifications for the sake of efficiency cannot oppose 

preferential treatment on grounds of justice or fairness, objection that efficiency is difficult to judge, 

objection that there is no sense in which the most qualified deserve the highest positions, example of the 

community tennis court, argument that qualifications have so much to do with things outside a person’s 

control that they cannot be said to be strongly deserving of the benefits and other competing claims (such 

as for preferential treatment toward women and black people) outweigh them 

 

Mappelerien:  Basic argument from analogy (from class), the circumstances of the puzzle, to what is the 

puzzle analogous, ineffectiveness of the argument against those who don’t care about fairness, burden of 

proof is on those who claim a situation is unfair, possible reasons that the puzzle is unfair: biased choice 

of puzzle against you as an individual, no amount of training will allow you to win, your grandparents 

were not allowed to compete, people from your city don’t do well at the puzzle in question, you will be 

treated unfairly in the future.  Truth of each claim must be questioned, the reason that each of these claims 

do not justify getting assistance.  Two possible disanalogies between the puzzle and the real world and 

Mapperlerien’s response to each.  Handicap (or spotting points) as a public acknowledgement of 

inferiority.  List of harms caused by accepting the assistance.  Treating persons as individuals and not 

members of groups. 


